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The approximately thirty minutes' display video of the game picture, we can learn this online game
has inherited the world atmosphere of the Elder Scrolls 5, At the same time, this video also
introduced the task of the game players in the game.

From the display video, we can learn that the picture did not achieve the level which the Elder
Scrolls V: Skyrim's special creation engine. Although owned the similar buildings and terrain of the
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, but the overall atmosphere and the impression is very similar to that of
World of Warcraft.

In fact, the person who is responsible for the display of the demo said that the computer purchased
five years ago can also be used to play the game and this game only requires low computer
configuration. Therefore, the game seems to want to gain the favor of experienced game players,
the casual game players and all other people.

This time, the task is moving from Daggerfall town to a small residence called Camlorn along the
northeast direction. Game players' characters aims at entering the Wraith Zhuzu tribe as the goal. In
Camlorn, there is a very conspicuous role Alana Relin whose body shines brightly. That is the NPC
who will give the taskto game players. Just like the Elder Scrolls Online, so long as the game
players can move on the streets, the task will occur randomly.

The name of the task is Vision of Alana Relin. The mission is to liberate the occupying Camlorn
town by werewolf. Through her mouth,it can be learned that a large number of ghosts wandered
about because Camlorn town was occupied by the werewolf in the past. As long as game players
just promise to undertake tasks, the ghost will lead you to go beyond time and space to reach the
past Camlorn. Next is to get the map if you  want to defeate the leader Faolchu who invade the town.

As such,the task of the main line of the Elder Scrolls Online game, basically is designed to be
conducted by a game player. Even though the task in public place, the pass-by game players will
not reduce the paid they deserved, and to the game players who offer help can also receive a
certain amount of remuneration.

In addition, the styles of a large number of cities or the ruins are similar to that of The Elder Scrolls.
From 5 to 25 players, you can choose to join in a team to explore it with most members.

In the show at the end of the film, it describes the three teams, each team has 50 game players.A
total of 150 characters gathered in a small temple to fight with each other. Aimed at conquering the
Cyrodiil, game players can undoubtedly enjoy this mode.
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